Positioning Surgery at the Core of the Universal Health Coverage Agenda
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Forty years ago, over 3,000 global health experts converged in a city in present day Kazakhstan to chart the way forward on matters public health. At the conclusion, the delegates would adopt 10 key resolutions dubbed The Alma Ata Declaration (1).

The Alma Ata Declaration was a giant leap for public health, but it was never to be even a small step for surgery. And so for years, surgery was consigned to the periphery of the global public health agenda (2).

Surgery was erroneously deemed ‘too expensive, too sophisticated/specialized and not appropriate for public health initiatives’ (2), even when statistics emerged showing that surgery was responsible for a significant portion of the global burden of disease (3). Farmer and Kim would, years after Alma Ata, aptly describe surgery as the neglected step-child of global public health (4).

However, recent developments have provided a rare opportunity for us to position surgery at the core of the global public health agenda.

First, the 68th World Health Assembly adopted resolution WHA 68.15 which called for strengthening emergency and essential surgery and anaesthesia as components of Universal Health Coverage (UHC) (2). As a result, several low and low-middle income countries (LMICs) are in a race to develop national surgical obstetric and anaesthesia plans. Indeed, this is a step in the right direction.

Second, the Kenyan government has adopted UHC as one of the top 4 agenda items for the 2017–2022 governance cycle (5).

These developments herald a new opportunity for us all to push for surgery to be at the core of the UHC agenda in our region. We have previously argued in these editorial pages about the role of the surgeon as an advocate (6).

Among the things we need to do as individuals is TALK. Talk about surgery every time. Talk about surgery financing to our patients, they might know someone influential. Talk about surgery financing to our business associates, they might be friends of the political leaders. As surgical associations, let us make our stands official. Official stands on everything that affects surgery be it legislation or financing, training or staffing. When we all speak in one voice there is no other option but to be heard.

As things stand, the stars could never have aligned better for us to push surgery to the core of the UHC agenda.
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